


Introducing DualPakECO

DualPakECO   is a coated paperboard food tray.

This tray is coated with a food safe, compostable 

biopolymer coating. The coating itself provides excellent 

barrier properties against liquids, aromas and oils.

DualPakECO   is one of the first Australian made 100% 
certified compostable paperboard food trays, which is both 
ovenable and microwavable.

DualPakECO   has been created in partnership with BASF, 
world leaders in the development of fully certified 
compostable biopolymer coatings.

Australian Made & Australian Certified 

Compostable Dual Ovenable Paperboard Tray



What is DualPakECO  made of ?

DualPakECO   food trays are made using a pressed 

paperboard. Made from renewable resources and recyclable, 

the board is lightweight yet rigid enough for in-line 

production facilities. It also offers secure sealing across a 

variety of film substrates and machinery.

ecovio   by BASF is a worldwide certified compostable 
biopolymer. As a coating to paperboard food products ecovio; 

 Provides a superior barrier against fat and oils.

 Provides a barrier against aromas, hot and cold liquids.

 Is an effective functional barrier against the migration of

        undesirable mineral oils, creating a food safe package.

 Helps to preserve food freshness and flavours.

THE PAPERBOARD

THE BARRIER LAYER - ecovio   by BASF

Make, Store, Serve with DualPakECO

Customisable

Heat Sealable 

Certified Compostable

Freezable

Microwavable

Ovenable



Why the move to composting ?

DualPakECO   is certified to Australian standard 
AS4736-2006. DualPakECO   trays carry the seedling 

logo as verified by the Australasian Bioplastics Association.

Commercial composting is an integral part of a circular 

economy where waste can be turned into a valuable resource 

rather than be disposed of in landfill. As more communities 
introduce source separation systems for diverting food waste 

from landfill, having certified compostable products will give 
consumers and organics recyclers (commercial composting 

facilities), the assurance that the products will completely 

biodegrade in efficiently run systems.
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